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Fendering port installations was for many years considered a
necessary evil. The main purpose of the fenders was the protection
of the piers from damage by berthing vessels. The fenders did little
to neutralize the heavy forces acting upon the piers and vessels.
Today, with a better understanding of the forces involved and
with better methods of handling these forces, the marine engineering
industry has made the fender system a major item in the design of a
pier. By doing this, it is possible to take full advantage of the
efficiency of the system and tailor the pier structure to meet the require-
ments of forces greatly reduced by the energy-absorption capacity of
the fender.
In the past, with smaller vessels to be berthed than those now
in service, wood fender piles performed satisfactorily. However, the
low energy-absorption capacity for this system makes it unsuitable for
larger ships. Therefore, new types of fenders have had to be developed
to keep pace with the ocean engineering field of the present.
Without improved fendering there is a greater risk of damage to
the ship, particularly since the modern ship with its wider spaced frames






When existing piers have to be revamped to accommodate larger
vessels than those for which the piles were originally designed, modern
fender systems present a tremendous advantage. Frequently, the struc-
tural capacity of the pier is adequate, so that no structural changes are
necessary. The new fendering is designed to absorb the extra energy of
the larger vessel while the pier loading forces remain the same as they
were originally.
In a new pier design, the proper cost relationship between the
pier and the fender is a very important factor. Fender systems depend
on the energy-absorption capacity required and on the type of pier or
wharf. For instance, a flexible pier that will deflect under berthing
forces will dissipate much of the vessel's kinetic energy. On the other
hand, if the pier is rigid, the fender system must be designed to absorb
the total berthing impact force. Further, a properly designed fender
system may permit a less costly pier design if the fender is permitted

















Support the equipment necessary for the loading and/or
unloading of cargo
2. Resist the berthing or breasting forces of the ship
3. Resist the mooring forces of the ship
Function (1) will not be analyzed in this paper. The present
chapter will be related to function (2), but more specifically to the
study of the berthing forces.
The berthing forces vary with the following factors:
1 . Mass of the vessel
2. Hydrodynamics (or virtual mass) of the vessel
3. Velocity of approach of the vessel
4. Angle of approach of the vessel with reference to the face
of the structure
5. Distance between the point of impact and the center of
the ship's mass




r7. Waves, currents, and wind that may be present at the time of
docking
In evaluating the impact energy imparted to the wharf by a berthing
vessel, the kinetic energy approach is generally preferred. In this
approach, the impact energy is a function of the vessel's mass and
velocity.
As far as berthing forces are concerned, generally the wind, current,
and wave forces are not taken into account; however, they will govern
the captain's selection of velocity and angle of approach.
The energy transmitted to the fender system at the time of impact
2
and which produces a berthing force perpendicular to the pier is:
E = EQ Cm * Ce • C s * C c (1)
where E = energy absorbed by the fender, lb-ft
EQ = kinetic energy of the ship, lb-ft
Cm = mass factor






= pier configuration factor
KINETIC ENERGY OF THE SHIP
The kinetic energy of the vessel at the time of impact is given
by the fundamental equation
EQ = 1/2 M v 2 = 34.8Wv 2 (2)
L J

where EQ = kinetic energy of the ship, Ib-ft
W = displacement of the vessel, long tons
v = velocity of approach, ft/sec
For calculations concerning berthing forces, the ship is assumed
to be fully loaded.
The velocity, v, is the speed of approach normal to the pier, that
is, at right angles to the line of the pier face. The angle of approach is
generally taken as 10° and the velocity normal to the pier is generally
0.5 ft/sec although environmental conditions can vary the velocity to
as much as 1.0 ft/sec. Larger vessels usually are considered to have
a velocity less than the smaller class of vessels, due to the greater
difficulty in maneuvering these ships.
The approach velocity considered for fender design is dependent
upon the location of the facility and the conditions of approach. Listed
below are values published by Baker in 1953 in Rome at the International
Congress of Navigation. These values were accepted in 1955.
Accordingly, in practice today, when berthing with tug assistance




Position Approach 1500 DWT 7500 DWT 15000 DWT
Strong wind & waves Difficult 2.5
Strong wind & waves Favorable 1.97










rFig. 1 .SHIP STRIKING THE WHARF
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For larger vessels most designers use 0.33 to 0.5 ft/sec approach
speed (normal to the pier) for design purposes. It should be noted that
the shipping companies utilizing large (supertanker) vessels have
established berthing procedures with velocities within these limits.
VIRTUAL MASS OF VESSEL IN WATER
In the case of a vessel floating in water its effective mass may
be expected to be greater than its mass in air due to the hydrodynamic
mass of the water which moves with the ship. The effective mass is
usually called the "virtual mass, " Mm .
The virtual mass of the vessel is equal to the mass of the vessel
in air, Mv , plus the "hydrodynamic mass, " M^. That is,
Mm = Mv + M h (3)
The "hydrodynamic mass" is the mass of the water associated with
the berthing ship. The hydrodynamic mass does not necessarily vary
with the mass of the ship, but is more closely associated with the pro-
jected area of the ship at a right angle to the direction of motion. The
hydrodynamic mass, however, is generally considered as
Mh = C h Mv .. (4)
where the "hydrodynamic coefficient, " C^, depends upon the draft and
3beam of the ship
Ch = ^ (5) .
where D = draft of the ship, ft





Using Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) it is now possible to solve for the
value of the "mass factor, " C .
Virtual Mass
Mass of the ship
= Mv + Ch MV
Mv
Cm = ( 1 + Ch ) (7)
Typical values for the coefficient, Cm , using the above method lie
between 1.3 and 1.8. Saurin, working with models of supertankers,
found that in varying the clearance under the ship, the value of the mass
factor varied. Also Saurin found that for a specific clearance under the
ship (in this case, 3 ft), the mass factor has a critical value over 3. This
value was substantially greater than when the clearance is either very
small or quite large. However, when Saurin began full scale observations,
hierfound that the value of the mass factor was approximately 1.3. This
value agrees with the range of values given by Eqs. (5) and (7).
ECCENTRICITY FACTOR
Just how much of the gross kinetic energy, EQ , of a berthing ship
al.a given approach velocity is delivered to the fender system at any
point of impact depends upon how much of the entire mass is effectively
acting. In the case of an impact taking place with a non-parallel docking
approach, the normal velocity vector, v, acting at the mass center of the
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of contact. Therefore, the mass center is free to continue moving; thus,
only a fraction of the whole mass is acting.
Fig. 1 shows a ship with mass M, radius of gyration k, length L,
and with its center of gravity at G, approaching an. elastic fender at X
with a transverse velocity, v. The angular velocity of the ship about
the point X is w. The angular velocity is expressed in radians per second.
According to the "principle of conservation of moment, " the moments
of momentum instantly before and after the impact contact are almost
equal.
Thus, M v (b cos 9) = M k w (k) (8)
w = v b cos 6 (9)
k"2
k = I/A (19)
where w = angular velocity, rad/sec
b = distance between the center of mass and the
impact point, ft
9 - angle between the line b and the face of the
fender, degrees
k = radius of gyration with respect to the point of
contact, ft
4
I = moment of inertia, ft
2
A = cross-sectional area of the ship, ft
The effective energy absorbed by the fender should be equal to












'k' assumed 0. 2L
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'a' distance of impact from center of ship
0.5 L
Fig. 2. ECCENTRICITY FACTOR C
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Therefore, E = 1/2 M v 2 - 1/2 M (kw) 2
= 1/2 M ( v 2 - k 2 _v 2 bj cog2_9_ }
k
= 1/2 M v 2 ( 1 - b24os2 6 )k^
The radius of gyration, k, is referred to as the point of contact.
Using the radius of gyration, referred to as the mass center of the ship,
k, we have
' k^ = k 2 + b
2
and E = 1/2 M v 2 ( 1 - h\cos \^ )
k z + b 2
E = 1/2 Mv 2 ( k 2 + b 2 sin 2 9 ) (n)
k z + b z
where C e =
k2 + fa2 sin2 9
k z + b z (12)
Thus, E = 1/2 M v 2 C e
In the case of large wall-sided vessels, the radius of gyration
about the mass center is approximately equal to 1/4 of the length L of
the ship. If we assume b equal to one-third of the length and the angle £
equal to 27.8 degrees
Ce = 1/2 (13)
For all values of 9 smaller than 27.8 degrees, the energy absorbed
by the fender system, E,will be less than 1/2 the gross kinetic energy,





While it is reasonable to take half of the mass as acting in the
case of wall-sided vessels of 20, 000 tons class or over, the effec-
tively acting proportion of the entire mass will increase as the
displacement tonnage decreases, and this proportion may be increased
to nearly the full mass in the case of belted vessels of the 2, 000 ton
class or under.
The belted vessels are generally built more curved in plan and
sometimes with completely curved beltings capable of delivering the
whole impact as a concentrated load on the face of the fender. These
vessels are sturdy and can resist a much greater localized reaction.
than a wall-sided vessel without suffering from plastic deformation.
Consequently, not only may they deliver the full gross kinetic energy
to the fender system, but also they usually berth at a much higher
speed, thus making their kinetic energy as high as, or even slightly
higher at times than, a large wall-sided vessel of ten times the
tonnage displacement.
Large ships such as supertankers approach the pier at a very small
angle and so Eq. (12) can be rewritten as
2
k2 + a 2
C e = -nr^.—— (14)
where "a" is the distance between the center of mass of the ship and
the" point of impact measured parallel to the pier (see Fig. 1).
Saurin' has a complete mathematical approach to the Coefficient of
Eccentricity for supertankers. Treating the supertankers as a rigid rod of
negligible breadth,he derives the same Eq . (14).
As was pointed out earlier, the approximately theoretical value of
the:- radius of gyration for a wall-sided vessel is 0.25L; however, recent
studies of full scale models recommend the use of 0.20L as the radius of
gyration.
Values of the eccentricity factor according to Eq. 14 for an assumed





When a ship strikes a fender and compresses it, the ship will
suffer a local elastic deformation, absorbing a specific amount of energy.
With relatively small ships this energy is not taken into account in
fender design.
In practice, with large ships it is customary to use fairly soft
fenders and it is apparent from the observations by the British Petroleum
Company, Ltd. that the deflection of the ship's side is small compared
with that of the fender. Consequently it is usually assumed that 90% of









This factor provides for the water cushion effect between the pier







Open type pier C Q - 1.0
NOMOGRAPH
The Lord Manufacturing Company developed a nomograph to find
the energy capacity requirements for marine dock fenders. The nomo-
graph is shown in Fig. 3.
L J

The interpretation of the nomograph is:
The nomograph presents the solution to a typical problem in
fender selection. The vessel is a supertanker with a displacement
of 80,000 tons, 110 ft beam and 38 ft draft. Approach velocity is
0.3 ft/sec. Berthing coefficient is 0.5.
To relate these values to the energy absorption requirement, the
first step is to find the hydrodynamic mass, Mu. This is expressed
as Mp^ = Cp^ My, where C-^ is the hydrodynamic coefficient and M
is vessel mass. The procedure is as follows:
1 . Find the hydrodynamic coefficient by drawing a line between
the known values of draft and beam on scales 2 and 4 (Cy = 2D )
.
B
The hydrodynamic coefficient is the point of intersection on scale 3.
2. Locate the hydrodynamic mass on scale 5 by drawing a line
from the known displacement value on scale 1 (which converts tonnage
displacement to mass) through the point previously established on
scale 3
.
The next step is to determine total kinetic energy. This is
expressed as E = 1/2 Mg V , where Mg is effective mass and V is
velocity. Observe these procedures:
1. Locate the effective mass on scale 6 by adding vessel
mass to hydrodynamic mass
(ME = MH + My).
2. Find total impact energy on scale 8 by drawing a line
from the established point on scale 6 through the known velocity
on scale 7.
The final procedure is to establish the energy absorption
requirement with the equation E^ = CgE. Berthing coefficient, Cg,
is equal to C e • C c C :
Ce - is the eccentricity coefficient which may vary
from 0.14 to 1.0 and is expressed as:
k 2
c
e b 2 + k 2
k = ship radius of gyration about the axis-
frequently 0.20 to 0.29 times the ship's
length
b = distance between the point of impact and
the ship's center of gravity
Cc - is the configuration coefficient and may be assumed
equal to . 8 for closed pier, 0.9 for semi-closed
type and 1.0 for an open type. This factor provides






Fig. 3 NOMOGRAPH, ENERGY CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS FOR FENDERS
(Lord Manufacturing Co. Bulletin 800-C)
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C - is the coefficient to allow for contingencies
such as elastic deformation of the hull, and
other factors influencing the berthing
impact.
The berthing coefficient, Cg, is quite often assumed to be 0.5
where insufficient information is available to allow evaluation of the
individual coefficient. The equation E^ - CgE can be solved on the
nomograph by this step:
Determine energy to be absorbed on scale 10 by
drawing a line from the established point on scale








Except in sheltered waters, the mooring forces may be considerably
greater than those occurring during a well controlled berthing.
Mooring forces are transferred to the structure by the vessel
bearing thereon or by the tension in the mooring lines.
The mooring forces vary with the following factors:
1. Atmospheric disturbances
2. Dynamic pressure of the currents
3. Drag force or frictional resistance
4. Pull under the stimulus of a seiche
5. Surge motion-progressive waves
6. Tidal fluctuations
7. Waves produced by other moving vessels in the basin
8. Seismic disturbances wherever they are active
For convenience, these forces may be divided into their longitudinal
and transverse components. Generally, because the resulting force does
not act at the center of mass of the ship, a bending moment is produced
about the center. These moments are very small when the angle of
attack is 0° or 90°, and are maximum when the angle is approximately




calculate the forces at angles of 0° and 90° and to apply the sines and
cosines to compute the components at other angles.
The evaluation of the mooring forces should be made for two
conditions - vessel loaded and vessel light.
WIND FORCES
The direction of the wind is given by the point of the compass
from which the wind comes toward the observer. The side of the structure
facing the direction from which the wind comes is the "windward" side
and the opposite side is the "leeward" side.
The pressure of the wind varies with the square of the velocity
and is given by the formula
p = c v 2 (15)
where p = pressure of the wind, psf
c = constant, for air = 0.00256
v = velocity of the wind, mph
The total wind pressure on the structure varies with its shape.
Therefore, the pressure "p" is multiplied by a factor varying between
1.3 and 1.6. The smaller value is usually adequate for the low, flat
surface of a ship or dock.
The design wind velocity should be the maximum velocity of wind
averaged over a time period of five minutes. Except under special
circumstances, design wind velocity should not exceed 88 mph (maximum






that the vessel will put to sea or take on ballast to reduce the wind area.
Total wind force is obtained by multiplying the intensity or wind
pressure by the vertical projected area of the ship perpendicular to
the direction of the wind. Under situations where wind directions toward
the bow or stern are to be used, a reduction of wind force intensity may
be made recognizing that the bow is angle-shaped and the stern is
curved-rounded
.
The wind force is given by
Rw - 0.0025 6 k v 2 Aw (16)
where R^ = wind force, lb
k = shape factor, varies between 1.3 and 1.6
v = velocity of the wind, mph
Aw = projected area perpendicular to the wind, ft^
A large number of tests on models of comparatively small vessels
have been made by the United States Navy at the David Taylor Model
Basin on wind forces. Woodruff presents the following equations
which closely agree with the results found. The equations are as follows:
Longitudinal force, wind on bow




Lateral force, wind on beam




Maximum moment, wind at 45°
Mw = 0.08 Rwl L (20)
where Rwe = iong itudinal force, wind, lb
Rw j _ lateral force, wind, lb
Mw = wind moment about center of vessel, ft-lb
Awe = projected area, longitudinal wind, ft^
Aw j = projected area, transverse wind, ft^
L = length of the ship, ft
qa = stagnation pressure, air = 0.0034 v , when
wind velocity is in knots
For angles other than those shown, sine curves may be assumed.
CURRENT FORCES
The total "current force" on the ship hull is composed of two
parts. The dynamic head "R^" of the current striking the vertical pro-
jection of the submerged part of the hull and the frictional resistance
"Rf" on the wetted perimeter.
The dynamic force, R i, can be evaluated using the conversion
,2



















where h = hydrostatic head, ft
pc = intensity of pressure, psf
Wy = unit weight of sea water, 64.4 pcf
v = velocity of the current, knots (1.69 fps)
g = gravity acceleration, 32.2 ft/sec
To obtain the dynamic force, the pressure, pc , must be multiplied by
the projected area of the ship, A^, normal to the direction of the current.
A factor is applied because of the difference in bilge shape. The
value of this shape factor, k
s ,
for a longitudinal hull is 1.0 and for
a rounded bilge, 0.75.
Rd - Ad k s 2.86 v
2
c (23)
where Rd = dynamic force of the current, lb
Aj = area of the vertical projection of the hull
under water, ft
k = factor which varies from 0.75 to 1.0 and
depends on the shape of the underwater part
of the hull
v = velocity of the current, knots
The drag force or frictional resistance of the submerged hull
surface area may be evaluated by Froude's equation




where R^ = drag force, lb
2
S = area of the wetted surface, ft
kj = factor which depends upon the length of the




Woodruff presents the following equations based on tests
conducted by the Navy on the effect of currents on moored ships. These
equations consider both the dynamic and the drag forces.
Longitudinal force, current on bow
R
ce
= 0.060 qw B D (1 + D/h) 3 (25)
Longitudinal force, current on stern
R
ce
- 0.070 qw B D (1 + D/h)
3 (26)
Lateral force, current on beam
Rcl = 0.22qw LD(l + D/h) 3 (27)
Maximum moment about the center of the ship, current at 45°
M
c
= 0.08 Rcl L (28)
where Rce = longitudinal force, current, lb
Rc l = transverse force, current, lb
Mc = moment from current, ft-lb
B = beam of the ship, ft
D = draft of the ship, ft
L = length of the ship, ft
h - depth of the water at low tide, ft
2
qw = stagnation pressure, psf, salt water 2.64 v c
in which the velocity, vc , is in knots
WAVE FORCES ON MOORED VESSELS
The forces on a moored vessel due to wave action are dependent




1 . Ratio of the wave length to ship length
2. Initial tension on the mooring lines
3
.
Ratio of depth of water to wave length
4. Ratio of draft to depth
5. Configuration of the ship
6. Height of fairleads above the dock
7. Displacement of the vessel
Definitive solutions to the problem of wave forces on moored
objects have not been developed. It is recommended that any berth be
selected in a sheltered area. Where this is not feasible, the mooring
should be kept under surveillance for signs of weakness.
Wilson, presents a theoretical solution to this problem and
concludes that the worst condition occurs when the ship has a clearance
between itself and the fender exactly equal to the amplitude of the on-
movement. This is the worst condition because the impact will occur
just as the acceleration of the ship and the water mass reach their peak.
The maximum impact force transverse to the dock from a ship
lying along the longer side, D, of the dock (see Fig. 4) is given by
,
2 tt M 2V A,. MY Av
Pmax " « *„W < ^^ +
-f~> (29>
If the ship is lying along the shorter side, B, of the dock, the transverse
impact force is
,
2 it M 2 Av M,, A,, . ,„„,





Fig. 4 SHIP MOTION UNDER THE STIMULUS OF A SEICHE
(Ship Response to Range Action in Harbor Basins, B,








= transverse impact force, tons
YQ = distance between center line of the ship at
rest and the face of the pier, ft
W = displacement of the ship, tons
D = length of the longer side of the dock, ft
B = length of the shorter side of the dock, ft
M
x =
integer defining the nodality of the longitudinal
seiche
My = integer defining the nodality of the transverse
seiche
A
x = maximum vertical amplitude of the longitudinal
seiche, ft
Ay = maximum vertical amplitude of the transverse
seiche, ft
X = maximum projection of the bow mooring line
along the dock at which the ship is lying, ft
The first term of equations (29) and (30) represents the transverse
impact under the stimulus of the seiche. The second term accounts for
the additional force of the inward pull of the ship's bow or stern ropes
if the ship also completes a lunge fore or aft at the instant of impact.
Wilson recalled
Since B is less than D, it is always easier for a multinodal transverse
seiche to maintain itself with larger amplitude than a multinodal longi-
tudinal seiche of the same periodicity. This fact leads to the general
conclusion that Eq. 29 will always give a higher value than Eq. 30,
and that damage to ship plating and harbor installations is more likely
to occur at berth along the longer side of the dock. *2
The Navy Manual NAVFAC DM-26 recommends that the normal wave





Mooring forces due to tidal fluctuations can be evaluated only
for each individual situation and. depend principally upon the tidal range
and the initial tension of the lines.
In locations of large tidal range, mooring forces could be avoided
with frequent adjustment of the ropes.
EARTHQUAKE FORCES
Seismic forces will have to be considered in an area of
seismographic disturbance.
The horizontal seismic force is equal to the mass multiplied by
the seismic acceleration applied at its center of gravity
R s = W_a = w JL (31)
g g
where Rs = horizontal earthquake force, lb
W = dead load plus any live loads present on the
structure, lb
a = seismic acceleration
g = acceleration due to gravity
Shu-t'ien-Li suggests the following values for the ratio a/g
according to the Seismic Zones given in the Uniform Building Code:
SEISMIC ZONE DEGREE OF DAMAGE a/g
1 Minor 0.1
2 Moderate 0.2






(a) Pressure on facility during back movement
Bottom of harbor
(b) Tension in mooring lines during forth movement
L
Fig. 5. SEISMIC EFFECT IN SHIP AND FACILITY (Shu-t'ien-Li,




These a/g ratios are minimum values and may be increased
wherever susceptible damage might be serious.
Seismic mooring forces result from the body of water in front of
a facility moving back and forth with the facility while the water furthe,
away is inactive. In order to determine the mooring forces an estimate
of the body of water is required, which includes the mass of the ship
by virtue of displacement.
Shu-fien-Li" analyzed the intensity of the seismic forces using
Westward's study! 5 of water pre£sures ^^^ ^^ ^^
quakes. Westergaard defined the body of water as confined between the
upstream face of a dam and a parabola with the origin at the point where
the water surface meets the upstream face of the dam, and of the form,
x =
1T^ (32)
where H = depth of the reservoir
Fig. 5 shows the conditions assumed by Shu-t'ien-Li, where
results are
Forces and moments in the facility
R
s = 36.5 HVg' ' (33)
Mi= 14.6H 3 a/g
(
Tension in mooring lines and net moment about the mud line
T
s
= 36.5 D \ZhtT a/g
(35)







= force against the facility, lb per linear ft
Mj = moment in the facility, lb-ft per linear ft
T
s
= tension on the mooring lines, lb per linear ft
of ship
M2 - net moment about the mud line, lb-ft per linear
ft of ship
D = draft of the ship, ft






The contact between a berthing facility and a ship during the
process of mooring or during the berthing periods may be in the form of
heavy impact, abrasive action resulting from vessels rubbing against
a berthing structure or direct contact pressure. Such contacts may cause
extensive damage to ship and structure unless suitable means are
employed for absorbing the shock, abrasion, contact pressure, or all
three. Fender systems of various types have been developed for this
purpose.
Some media of energy absorption such as elastic deformation of
the hull, yawing of the ship at impact and displacement of water between
vessel and quay were presented in Chapter 1 of this thesis. The energy
absorption media mentioned previously were the softness coefficient,
the eccentricity coefficient, and configuration coefficient, respectively.
Other media of energy absorption which are generally not considered
because they are very difficult to evaluate are the rolling of the ship at
impact, deformation of the harbor bottom, wave generation and heat
generated by impact.
The plastic deformation of the ship hull and the plastic deformation





ship captains will attempt to eliminate or reduce to a minimum.
This chapter will be related to energy absorption by elastic
deformation of the fender system.
Essential and desirable requirements of a fender system for
general purpose wharves, quays, piers and jetties are enumerated by
1 c
Shu-t'ien-Li and are as follows:
1
.
High absorbing capacity for impact energy so as to eliminate
damages to the main structure
2. Appreciable elastic movement so as to eliminate damages to
the berthing ship
3. Adaptability to both wall- sided and belted vessels to berth
alongside
4. Long serviceable life, low maintenance, and least renewal
5. Minimum capital or annual cost
6. Capability of absorbing inclined impacts and rubbing forces
to eliminate damage to fendering
7. Together with the main structure should have sufficient
static resistance and mass to cause plastic deformation of the ship
hull in order to save the main structure if hit by an abnormal impact
8. Capability of absorbing work from a bumping vessel at exposed
berths
9. Avoidance of over-rigidity and stiffness
10. Relief of ship captain's fear of bumping against over-rigid




The energy absorbing capacity of a fender may come from one or
more of the following sources:
1 . Flexural strain
2. Compressive strain
3 . Shear strain
4. Torsional strain
5. Work against mass (potential energy)
Fenders are generally composed of a) the rubbing face, b) the
structural frame and supports, and c) the resilient or elastic units.
The fendering is designed in units or panels for ease of replacement,
The rubbing face receiving wear and tear from the ship is generally of
wood timbers. White oak, greenheart, and a number of exotic hard-
woods are used. The frame and supports for the rubbing timbers are of
structural steel. Vertical steel piles may form a part of this frame.
Alternatively, the steel frame is attached directly to the face of the
wharf or hung from its deck. The elastic units are made in sizes easy
to handle and replace and accessible for maintenance.
Different types of fenders have been used for diverse purposes
and types of water front structures. A broad classification of the
fenders is:
1. Timber pile fenders. The piles are driven straight with the butt
of the pile pulled laterally at deck level. Impact energy is absorbed by




2. Hung fender systems. These consist of timber or steel members
fastened rigidly to the outboard sides of a berthing structure (see Fig. 8).
They are not effective in absorbing heavy impact energy because of their
limited lateral deflection and hence low capacity of internal strain energy.
3. Resilient fenders. These are fender systems consisting of a
buffer or spring placed between the outboard fendering surface and the
structure. The resilient medium absorbs the impact shock by compression
of a rubber buffer, coil, spiral or laminated springs, or by ejection of
oil or other media from an enclosed but pierced chamber.
4. Suspended fenders. These are fender systems employing
gravity to absorb the kinetic energy of the moving vessel (see Fig. 14).
The pressure resulting from the contact of vessels berthing against a
large weight causes the weight to move inward and upward thereby
absorbing a portion of the kinetic energy and reducing the horizontal
force transmitted to the structure.
5. Retractable fenders. This system is a variation of the suspended
fender (see Fig. 17) and utilizes the weight of the fender and the friction
of the bolts on the inclined supports to absorb the kinetic energy of impact.
6. Floating fenders or separators. They were introduced to keep
the ship away from the face of the wharf. They also serve as an additional
cushion aiding the fenders in absorbing the ship impact (see Fig. 18). The
impact energy is absorbed by deformation of the floating fender, or "carnel"











(a) without lower wale
Section
(b) with lower wale





The energy or work absorbed for various types of fender piles
17 1 R
may be investigated jn the manner shown in Fig. 7. ' The energy
absorbing capacity of the fender is measured by the total amount of
internal strain energy in flexure and shear.
M 2a L P 2 L
E = + k (37)
° 6 E I 2 G A
where the first term represents the flexural energy and the second term
represents the shear energy. The allowable bending moment, Ma , is
given by
Ma = fba * (3 8)
c
and EQ = internal energy, ft-k
Ma = allowable bending moment, k-ft
P = concentrated lateral load, k
L = length of the fender pile, between load and
fixation level, ft
k = dimensionless parameter depending on the type
of construction
2
A = cross sectional area of the fender pile, f
t
J
I = moment of inertia of the cross section of the
fender pile about the plane of bending, ft
E = Young's modulus of elasticity, ksf
G = modulus of rigidity, ksf
f, = allowable extreme unit fiber stress in bending, ksf
c = distance from neutral axis of pile to extreme fiber,
I




























- PL = Resisting Moment
Req'd.
Hi = P-H 2 H 2 =-^-
M = H
2y
S = d_M_ = H
dy
M = H 2y





















Fig. 7 CONVENTIONAL TYPES OF FENDER-PILE CONSTRUCTION








The derivation of these equations appears in the reference (3). The
values of the parameter k are (see Fig. 7):
Cantilever type k = 1
Rigid -wharf type k = a (L - a)
Jetty type k = 1/4
HUNG TYPE FENDER SYSTEMS
As was mentioned earlier, these types of fenders are not effective
in absorbing high impact energy due to their limited deflection capability.
The entire energy absorption capacity is determined by the compressibility
of the material. They are primarily effective in preventing abrasion and
are widely used for this purpose because of their ease of replacement.
Some types of hung fenders are shown in Fig. 8.
RESILIENT FENDER SYSTEMS
Resilient units are of various types. Only the most common will
be studied in this paper.
Steel springs - High capacity steel spring units are made of
multiple spring coils in a steel housing. The steel springs have a non-
corrosive metallic coating (nickel or cadmium) and are also protected by
periodic greasing. In some cases it is possible to have the springs
entirely out of the water.
Fig. 10a shows a fender unit supported on piles with a steel spring
housed in the deck of the wharf. Piles may be either wood or steel, but
I
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The kinetic energy absorbed by a shock-absorber is represented by
• E
o
= /X fdx (39)
in which, f is the variable reaction of the shock-absorber, x the dis-
placement of the surface of contact and X the maximum displacement.
In the case of a spring, it is common to assume that f increases
in a linear manner. Therefore f = k x.
EQ - J* k x dx (40)
EQ = 1/2 k x
2
where k is the spring factor.
Steel springs have largely been replaced by rubber devices because
of the longer life and lower maintenance. Furthermore, rubber can better
take the longitudinal forces encountered.
Rubber fender units - A variety of rubber fender units can be found
on the market today. Neoprene coating will extend the useful life of
rubber for salt water service. Rubber is virtually immune to the action
of marine borers and other forms of marine life and does not absorb oil,
thus reducing the fire risk.
Cylindrical marine fenders were among the first engineered
elastomeric types to be applied for pier and vessel protection. They
are highly economical, easily installed, can be used with or without
outer wales, and they represent the best practical application for round-
face piers or dolphins. Square units have similar application as the
L ' ' J

r 3*51
cylindrica] or tubular units. The cylindrical and square units do not
represent an optimum solution to the tendering needs since their load-
deflection curves are of the cubic type (see Fig. 11). It is the opinion
of most manufacturers that a 50% deflection represents the limit of
efficient energy absorption. At 50% deflection, the internal shaft of the
fender is closed, therefore limiting any further deflection to pure com-
pression of the elastometer. At this point, additional energy absorption
is accompanied by a more rapid build-up of load.
The load-deflection curves are generally obtained by direct plot
of test values. The energy deflection curves are obtained by integrating
the load deflection curves. (See Fig. 11.) Hanging cylindrical fenders,
as are shown in Fig. 9, are used for protecting concrete-capped and
straight-faced vertical piers. They are suspended by chain or wire
rope. The eye-bolt supports are recessed to eliminate damage when the
fender is deflected to a maximum.
Fig. 10b and Fig. 10c show the application of the square and tubular
fenders when the pier is not of the solid-wall type. In Fig. 10c, if the
longitudinal wale is longer than about 30 ft, it should be articulated by
19
inserting pin-connected splices which will transmit shear but not moment.
s
Raykin fender buffers consist of a series of connected sandwiches
made of steel plates cemented to layers of rubber, as shown in Fig. 12.
The impact energy in this type of buffer is absorbed in shear.
Enderbrock presents the following energy absorption approach
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Fig. 11 CYLINDRICAL RUBBER FENDERS (United States






































in pure shear up to the aring limit, S , is
2 G
where G = E (43)
2 (1 + u)
'
The modulus of elasticity, E, may be taken as 150, 000 psi; the
Poisson's Ratio, u, is assumed equal to 0.5. G then equals 50,000
psi. The shearing yield strength is 0.577 times the tensile yield
strength. The minimum tensile strength of rubber fenders, as set
down by the ASTM manual on rubber products, is 2500 psi. Using
these values the total work absorbed by a Raykin fender is
9 2
EQ =
b e V (44)
2 G
-= (0.577 x 2500) 2 V
2 (50,000) (12)
EQ = 1.73 V (45)
where E^ = energy absorbed, ft-lb
o 9 1
V = volume of rubber, in.°
The "Lord Flexible Dock Fender" developed by the Lord Manu-
22facturing Co. J is shown in Fig. 13. This flexible fender uses the
principle of the "buckling column." When a compressive force is
applied to a slab of rubber, this results in a fairly rapid buildup in
load for a relatively small deflection. When a column of material, in
this case rubber, has a height greatly in excess of its cross -sectional
dimensions, it becomes very unstable under compressive loads applied
along the longitudinal axis of the column. When this condition exists,
the column will collapse or buckle. However, taking these two facts





Without Load Half Load Full Load
BUCKLING COLUMN TYPE BUFFER
Buffer Unit
Deck Wood Rubbing Strip
Steel Pile
Fig. 13 BUCKLING COLUMN TYPE BUFFER




the criteria mentioned above. Generally speaking, it is desirable to
obtain the maximum area under the load deflection curve (see Eq. 39)
which results in the best possible energy absorption for any given
deflection or load. The "buckling column" is designed to:
a. Build up a relatively high load for small initial deflection
b. Collapse at relatively small initial deflection
c. Maintain a constant force over a range of buckling deflection
d. Buckle in a pre-selected direction
SUSPENDED OR GRAVITY FENDER SYSTEMS
Suspended fenders are widely used in Europe in open type piers,
expecially in berthings for tankers. This system employs a heavy
fender suspended from the structure. As the ship contacts the fender,
the berthing energy is absorbed as potential energy by moving the mass
of the fender inward and upward. The absorbed energy is
EQ = W h (46)
where E = energy absorbed by the fender, ft—lb
W = weight of the fender, lb
h = height which is the fender raised, ft
This system can be designed to absorb any amount of energy but
is usually massive and requires a complicated suspension system. This
system also offers little resistance to longitudinal berthing forces.












Fig. 14 SUSPENDED-GRAVITY FENDER, CONCRETE-BLOCK TYPE


























Suspended-Gravity Fender, Tubular Type
Pier Deck
^r
Ship Striking Dock with Suspended-Gravity Fender System
Fig. 16 SUSPENDED-GRAVITY FENDER SYSTEM (DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION OF PORTS AND MARINE STRUCTURES,





A retractable fender is an adaptation of the gravity fender developed
by Blancato 23 ' U and is shown in Fig. 17. The fender consists of a
frame supported on inclined channels fastened to the platform structure.
Two pipes support the fender frame on the inclined channels. Any applied
force greater than the weight of the fender plus the frictional force at the
pipe support will cause the frame to move inward and upward. The force
required to move the frame is a function of its weight, the inclination of
the sliding plane and the coefficient of friction of the different members
in contact with the sliding movement. In order to avoid initial over-
rigidity, the weight of the frame should be light enough to permit its
movement to begin under a relatively small acting force. Flowever, after
movement of the frame has begun, its resistance to the acting force must
be increased. This is accomplished by adding weights which are raised
at subsequent intervals as movement of the frame continues. Further
graduation of the resistance of the frame to acting forces can be achieved
by varying the slope of the inclined plane on which the frame moves.
This type of fender can be designed to absorb a large amount of
energy. Since the rate of energy absorbed increases with the retraction,
it could be used for berthing of large or small ships.
SEPARATORS OR FLOATING FENDERS
Floating "camels" are devices for preventing collision damage to




















as supertankers or aircraft carriers because the camel distributes the
load along a greater length of the fender system and protects the over-
hanging projection of the ship.
Log camels may be single or multiple. Single log camels are
timber logs of 14 to 3 6 inches in diameter. Multiple log camels are
composed of several timber logs held together by wire rope.
Timber camels consist of several timbers with struts between
them and with cross braces, all bolted together to form a crib.
For large ships, spare barges may be used as camels. Fenders
and brackets are added which are shaped to the water line contour.
The length of the separator should be adequate to keep the
contact pressure between the separator and the hull within allowable
limits. The Navy design manual NAVFAC-DM-25 says that for large
vessels, hulls will normally have adequate strength to resist a contact











of plank at center
and two timber
blocks
Chain secured to deck of
vessels connect to eye
bolts
Section A-A






(b) Steel NL-Type Pontoon Camel
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It is not possible to set up one set of conditions or criteria for
the determination of the probable berthing or mooring force of vessels
that can be used for all fender system designs. Sometimes the data
relative to the forces involved are comparatively few and generally
not in a form to be directly applicable. On these occasions, the
designer should review practical design manuals and should use the
criteria of other wharves and docks as a design guide.
Some figures that could be used are the following:
(1) Velocity and Angle of Approach
The Navy design manual NAVEAC DM-2 6 gives the following
estimated figures for NORMAL berthing conditions.
TYPE OF SHIP APPROACH VEL. ANGLE APP.
knots degrees
Destroyers and small craft 1.0 20
Vessels of 50, 000 tons loaded
displacement or over 0.3 10





To get the velocity perpendicular to the pier, the approach velocity
must be multiplied by the sine of the angle of approach.
(2) Lateral Load
forces





Battleships and escort carriers
Large carders
Load Perpendicular to Pier





At locations where maximum wind velocities do not exceed 60 mph
and the currents are 2 knots or less, the above values may be reduced
20 percent.
(3) Pressure in the Ship's Hull
For large vessels, the hull will normally have adequate strength
to resist a contact pressure between the hull and the fender of 10, 000
9 7
lb per ft. For supertankers, Weis ' gives 6,000 lb per ft as maximum
pressure in the hull.
(4) Longitudinal Load
Professor Baker^ proposes that the longitudinal component of







It is extremely difficult to obtain reliable information about the
velocity of approach. The gross kinetic energy can be computed using
Eq. 2, when the ship is fully loaded and the velocities given in (1) are
used.
When insufficient information is available to evaluate the coef-
ficients Cm , C e , C s , and CQ (Eq. 1), a total coefficient C t is used.
Thus,
E = EQ C t (47)
Vessels lighter than 20, 000 tons C
t
= 1.0
Vessels heavier than 20, 000 tons C t = 0.5
SELECTION OF TYPE OF FENDER
The starting point in any design is to determine the relationship
between efficiency and cost. As an example, Fig. 19 shows typical
load-deflection curves plotted for a steel spring, rubber tubes, solid
rubber, rubber-sandwich, and buckling .column buffers under compressive
loads with equal absorption at 12 in. deflection. At a 12 in. deflection,
the hollow-rubber type fender has a very large reaction force over the
pier and ship. Therefore, its -use in a light construction pier is
objectionable. A rubber sandwich or "buckling column" buffers have a
low load reaction and are advisable for this type of pier. The cost of


































The U. S. Navy gives the following recommendations for the
selection of the fender system: 29
(1) Exposure Conditions
In exposed locations or in locations subjects seiche, a resilient
type of fender should be used but suspended systems may be considered.
• In sheltered locations (i.e., normal locations as in berthing basins),
generally use a pile, hung or retractable system.
(2) Size of Vessel
(a) Where large vessels are to be accommodated, use
a resilient, suspended or retractable system.
(b) Pile and hung systems are the most suitable for
small vessels
.
(3) Pier Structure Type
(a) Mooring platforms - Consider resilient, suspended
or retractable types since the length of the structure available
for distribution of berthing loads is limited.
(b) Open pier - Any type is applicable.
(c) Solid pier - These have little resilience. Consider
resilient or retractable fenders to minimize damage to the vessel.
(4) Previous Experience
The design and selection of a fender system are not subject to an
exact analysis. Consider and evaluate types of systems which have











TORSIONAL FENDER SYSTEM, PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
As was mentioned in Chapter III most of the marine fender systems
in use today receive their energy-absorption capacity from one or more






From all of the more common types of fenders, the spring type is
the only buffer that uses mainly torsional resistance to absorb energy,
but direct shear is also present in the spring; however, the energy
absorbed by direct shear is less than 2% of the energy absorbed by torsion,
The energy equation for the cylindrical coil spring is
F = E* + ELo Lt L s
and the energy as a function of the applied load is




The energy as a function of the deflection, 6 , is
^2 Gd 2 , d 2E
o = 9 16 Rn {~8Wr^2 ) (49)
The first term of Eq
.
49 represents the torsional shear energy, and
the second, the direct shear energy.. The definition of the terms in the
equation is as follows:
P = applied load, lb
d = wire diameter, in.
R = helix mean radius, in.
O = spring deflection, in.
n = number of coils
G = modulus of rigidity, psi
Steel springs can be designed to absorb practically any amount of
energy; however, they require maintenance. The springs are not able to
take longitudinal berthing forces, and structural guides must be pro-
vided for their protection.
The ability of some materials to absorb energy in torsion is
relatively large. It is possible that a better design of a buffer device
would eliminate the disadvantages of the spring buffer. An attempt
will be made to design another type of buffer that uses mainly torsional
resistance to absorb energy.
a. Long piles working in torsion












The total energy absorbed by a cantilever pile is given by






2 G A + 2 G J (50 )
where the first term represents the flexural energy, the second term
represents the shear energy, and the third term represents the torsional
energy. The definition of the terms used in the equation is:
M = resistant moment, Ib-in.
P = applied load, lb
T = applied torque, lb-in.
L = length of the pile, in.
2A = cross sectional area of the pile, in.
E = Young's modulus of elasticity, psi
G = modulus of rigidity, psi
I = moment of inertia, in.
4
J = polar moment of inertia, in.
For long piles the shear energy is only 5% or less of the total
energy and so could be disregarded.
Suppose that a cylindrical tube pile is used. Then,










= flexural stress, psi
f
s
= shear stress, psi





i¥~ ( b +
f2
md _
-rT" 5_ ^ 1_ ) (54)
G
For A-36 steel, fb = 22, 000 psi E = 29, 000 ksi
f
s
- 14,000 psi G= 11, 200 ksi




a = rZ~ ( 6 (29, 000) 11, 200
I L
^— ( 2.78 + 17.5 )
1000 x R'
It can be stated that the capacity to absorb energy in torsion is
17.5/2.7 8 =6.3 times the capacity to absorb energy in flexure for this
particular type of pile.
For a 12 in. steel pipe, ASA-120, 50 ft long, R - 6.375 in. and
I = 641.7 in. The energy absorption capacity of the pipe is
641.7 x 50 x 12
Ea ~ 6.375 z x 1000 ', ( * 8
+ l
' '
= ( 26.4 + 166.0 ) k-in.
The maximum load that can be applied, Pmax » is governed by
the flexural strength.
E. = ^2L d (55)b 2
3
where d p = Pmax L





26.4 x 29,000 x 641.7 x 6
and Pmax
= V " " (50 x 12)3
pmax =3.70 kips
The maximum deflection of the pile for this load is 14.31 in. If it
is desired to use the entire energy-absorption capacity of the pile in
torsion, how long should the lever arm, n, be?




2 G J (5 8)
1 661 2 x 11V 3770 z x 50 x 12
= 762 in.
= 63.5 ft
And the additional deflection on the tip of the lever arm due to the
rotation is
p





dT = 89.72 in.
and the total deflection is
d - 14.31 + 89.72
- 104.3 in.
A lever arm of 63 ft and a deflection of 104.3 is impractical; therefore
this system is not useful.
L J

b . Torsional dev ice as shown In Fig. 21
This device consists of a short cylinder working in torsion
attached to the face of the pier.











s x J L = Z_ f s R L (62)
. 2 G R 2 4 G
In this device the parameters L and G are very important. The
value of the length, L, is relatively small. If we use steel, G is very
large (11, 200, 000 psi) and the absorption capacity of this device in
torsion is very small.
If we use rubber, G is small (125 psi for rubber 60 durometer)
.
Therefore the energy -absorption capacity is relatively large. Unfor-
tunately, this device is very weak in flexure and will collapse.
c. Torsional rubber device with steel shaft
An improvement of the previously mentioned device is shown in
Fig. 22. A steel shaft runs along the center of the rubber with the shaft
welded to the support. The rubber is working in torsion and the bending












Fig. 22 TORSIONAL RUBBER BUFFER WITH STEEL SHAFT
-4-
+ +








Fig. 23 COAXIAL TUBES IN TORSION
L J

This buffer could work, but the bending moment at the support is
very large and not all the rubber is working in torsion. Of the total
length of the rubber, L^, only the length, Li, absorbs energy.
d. Coaxial tubes in torsion
Fig. 23 shows two coaxial tubes with rubber between them. The
rubber is bonded to both tubes.
In this device all the rubber is acting in torsion. Modern tech-
niques allow high strength bond between rubber and steel. This leads
one to believe that the system would not be too expensive to build.
The principle has been used successfully in absorption of
vibration in heavy machines and also as shock absorbers in the auto-
motive industry.
An analysis of its application as a marine fender will be made




MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF RUBBER BUFFER IN TORSION
a. Stress-strain relationship
By definition the shear modulus of elasticity, G, is given by the
ratio stress/strain. The stress is equal to the load P divided by the
area A (see Fig. 24)
.
For small angles, the strain equals either (a) the tangent of the
O 1
angle, or (b) the angle in radians. Downie Smith has said that the
latter definition of the strain gives better agreement between theory and
practice, therefore
Strain - P / G A radians (63)
By geometry in Fig. 24, tan G = d/t, and the deflection, d, is
d - t tan (57.3 P/AG) (64)
From these equations it is possible to calculate the strain or the
deflection provided the physical dimensions of the rubber, the load, and
the modulus of elasticity of the rubber in shear are known.
It is common practice to specify the hardness of rubber in terms
of its durometer number (ASTM Specification D 676-59T). It is also
possible to correlate the durometer hardness number with the modulus










Strain = Y (Rad)
By Geometry:
tan Y = d/t .'. For small angles
d = t tan (57.3 P/AG)
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Fig. 25 RELATION BETWEEN MODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF




theoretically derived values and experimental data justifies the conclusion
that the durometer hardness number and the shear modulus of elasticity-
are related in the manner shown to quite close limits. The safer way
to obtain the value of G, however, is from the rubber manufacturer.
b. Statical analysis of the coaxial tube in torsion
Downie Smith^ presents the following analysis for the coaxial
tubes in torsion (see Fig. 26).
Torque 2 tt r 2 L f
Also, approximately r d 9/d r - tan 7
(65)
(66)
and V = fs/G
y = T/2 tt L G
d0 = (1/r) tan (T/2 tt L G r 2 ) dr
For a given torque on a given sample, T/2tt LG = const = a
Let a/r 2 _






/ Z — tan dr (67)
R-










= - 1/2 / R 2 Jtan_z. dzJ
R 2 z
Where z < tt 2/4 the solution of this equation is
9 2 = - 1/2
,3
9
J£L + 2 z 5 +
75




















See Dwight's Table of Integrals, No. 481.2
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The solution given in Eq. (68) is based on the assumption that a/r <tt/2,
or Y<tt/2, which is ordinarily the case.
33Seely presents a similar solution for a rubber spring. However,
Seely assumed that the deflection is small and G is constant. Therefore
Eq. 66 is now
r d9/dr - 7 (69)
2 ( _^_
_ _i,_1
4^LG R^i R^2 (7 °)
Thus the equation for small deflections is merely the first term of
the equation for large deflections.
c . Rubber buffer, dynamic solution
Refer to Eig. 27, a ship of mass M, impact the buffer with a
velocity perpendicular to the pier, V"
s
.
a. Assume Torque = k 0, where k = const.
b. Assume no friction.
1 . Kinetic energy (ship, M + buffer rod, m)
1/2 M V 2 + 1/2 I 9'
















Fin. 27 SHIP STRIKING THE BUFFER
J

Potential energy (in rubber buffer)
V
p
- 1/2 k G 2 (72)
where TV = kinetic energy, ft-lb
V = potential energy, ft-lb
IT
M = mass of the ship, lb
n = length of the lever arm, ft
4
I = moment of inertia of the rod, ft
k = spring constant, ft-lb
(3 = initial angle of the rod
9 = angle of rotation
9 = angular velocity, first derivative of 9 with
respect to the time, rad/sec
9 = angular acceleration, second derivative of
9 with respect to the time, rad/sec
Lagragian
L = Tk " VP
L = (M/2)n 2 sin 2 (|3 + 9) 9 2 + 1/2 I 9 2 - 1/2 k 9 2 (73)
Euler-Lagrain equation (only one .variable, 9 = 9 (t) )
a L H




- M n 2 sin ((3 + 9) cos (6 + 9) 9 2 - k 9
a 9
and










9 9 m n
and M n sin (3 + 0) >> — . because the mass of the rod, m, is
very small compared with the mass of the ship, M; therefore
Mn 2 sin 2 (3 + 0)*0* + Mn 2 sin(3 + 9) cos (6 + 9)0 2 + k0 =
or
0* + cotan (3 + 0)
2
+ w 9 / sin 2 (p + 9) = G (7 6)
where w = r
Mn^ (77)
2. Solving for the contact force at the buffer rod tip
F
s
= - M x (78)
but x = n (cos 3 - cos (3 + 0) )
x = n sin (3 + 0)
x - n cos (3 + 0) 9
2
+ n sin (3 + 0) V
where . x = deflection or retraction of the buffer, ft
x = linear velocity of the ship, first derivative of x
with respect to the time, ft/sec
x = linear acceleration of the ship, second derivative
of x with respect to the time, ft/sec 2
and from Eq . (78)
F
s













and R = M n (cos ( (3 + 9) 9 2 -I sin ( p + 9) V ) (80)
3. Boundary conditions
V
(a) At t = 0, 9 = 0, and G =
n sin (3
(b) At t = tmax , - 9max , and =
4. Value of parameter k
The torque, T, is
T = k
From Eq . 68, for first degree of approximation





5. Solution of Eq . (7 6)
0* + cotan (p + 0) + w 0/sin
2
( p + 0) - (76)
The solution of this non-linear differential equation requires a
numerical solution using a computer program. In general, the approach
velocity of the ship is small (0.3 to 1 fps); therefore, the time required
for the buffer to stop the ship is relatively large (as will be proven in
the following chapter). If the time is large, a static solution is adequate




One method of solution of this equation is as follows:
• •
9 + cotan (p + 9) 9 + 9 v/sin ( (3 + 9) = 9 (7 6)
Let 9 = Y
and Eq. 76 Y = -cotan (|3 + 9) Y
2
- 9 w/sin 2 (p + 9)
(a)
(b)
These two simultaneous differential equations can be solved using the




G = fi (t, 9, Y)
Y = f2 (t, 9, Y)
and result in the iteration equations,
9
i
+ 1 = 9
i
+ 1/6(0! + 2 D 2 + 2 D 3 + D 4 )




D 2 = fj
L
v\hich are always performed alternately and the D's and C's are calculated
from,
ti, 9 i} Y, ) Z
tlf 9., Yj ) Z
t
A
+ 1/2 Z, 9j + 1/2 Dj, y i + 1/2 Ci ) Z
t
A
+ 1/2 Z, 9
A
+ 1/2 D 2> Y.+ 1/2 C } ) Z
tj + 1/2 Z, 9i + 1/2 D 2 , Yj + 1/2 C 2 ) Z
ti + 1/2 Z, 9i + 1/2 D 2 , Yi + 1/2 C 2 ) Z
ti+ Z, 9i+ D 3 , Yi+ C 3 ) Z
t
A
+ Z, 9i+ D 3 , Yi+ C 3 ) Z
f,
D-





C 4 = f2 J

r 7?
which are calculated in that order, and Z = ( tmQX - t )/N, in which N
is the number of iterations .
Writing the coefficient equations for Eq. (7 6),
fj ( t, 0, Y ) - Y
f
2
( t, 0, Y ) = - cotan ((3 + 0) Y 2 - w/sin 2 (|3 + 0)
Dj= Z Y|





+ w 0i/sin 2 ( p + Gj)
D 2 - Z (Y d + Cj/2 )




+ Di/2)/sin 2 ((3 + Qi + Dj/2)
D3 = Z (Y. + C 2/2)





2 (p + 0j[ + D 2/2)
D4 - Z (Y. + c 3 )
'C 4
=






((3 + ©i + D 3 )
Using the boundary conditions,




and the iteration equations,
i
+ 1 - 6. + 1/6 (Dj + 2D 2 + 2D 3 + D4 ) (82)
Y
i
+ 1 = y
i
+ 1/6 (Cx + 2C 2 + 2C 3 + C 4 ) (83)
A computer program written for solving these equations follows.
L J








SKAS = SHIP MASS LB SEC SQ./FT
c
c
SV = SHIP VELOCITY FPS
BK = BUFFER SPRING CONSTANT LB FT
c
c
BN = LEVER ARM LENGTH FT
BETA = INITIAL ANGLE OF LEVER ART- i DEGREES
1
10
READ (5*10) SMASi BK, BN, SV, 3ETA
FORMAT ( 5F15.3 )
100 FORMAT ( 66 H BETA T I ,'
3N ENERGY)
IE ANGLE ANG, . VEL DEFLEC REACT IC
~TT6 FORMAT ( 110, F6«l» 4F8.3, 2F9.D
XBET = BETA/57.3
A = SV/( BN*SIN(XBET ) )








WRITE ( 6»100 )
40 1 = 1+1
FI 1 = XBET + TETA
Dl = A*W
CI = -W*(COTAN(FI1)*{A**2-0) + 1H*T E T A/ ( ( S I N ( F 1 1 ) ) **2 . )
)
FI2 = XBET + TETA +D1/2.0
D2 = (A + C1/2*0)*W
C2 = -W*(COTAN(FI2)*( (ABS(A+Cl/2
1 (FI2 ) )**2. 0) )
. ) )**2.0) + H *( TETA+D1/2. ) / ( (SI,
FI3 = XBET + TETA + D2/2.0
D3 = (A + C2/2.0)*W




. ) ) * * 2 . o ) + H *( TETA+D2/2. 0)/( (SI,
FI4 = XBET + TETA + D3
D4 = (A + C3)*'W
C4 = -W*(C0TAN(FI4--)*( (ABS(A+C3> )
32.0) )
**2»0) + H*(TE TA+D3 )'/( (SIN(FI4) )*
TETA = TETA + ((Dl +2.0*D2 + 2.C*
A = A + ((CI +2.0*02 + 2.0*C3
D3 +D4J/6.0)
+ C4 ) /6.0)
50
IF (A) 60, 50, 5
TIME = TIME + W
GTET = TETA * 5.7.3
GA - A * 57.3
• -
FI = XBET + TETA
ACE = -( A**2.0)*COTAN(FI ) - H*TETA/ ( ( SIN ( F I ) )* -2.0)
DELT = BN*(CQS(X3ET)-C0S(FI ) )*12




ENER = ENER + ( ( RX+XRX ) * ( DtLT-XDEL ) / ( 2 .0*1 2. )






60 GO TO 1
999 CALL EXIT
L END- - J

rCHAPTER VII
TORSIONAL RUBBER BUFFER DESIGN
MATERIALS
Elastometer. Most of the marine buffer manufacturers use natural
rubber for elastometers . Therefore, using their experience, natural
rubber will be used. Based on long-term performance, natural rubber
has proven highly superior to other elastometers because of its low
cost, high strength, good weatherability, excellent bondability, tear
and abrasion resistance and low set. Although many synthetic materials
have been highly recommended for weathering resistance, the improve-
ments have been made at the sacrifice of other characteristics.
With reference to the key chart for selection of the elastometer
(ASTM STANDARD-D-735) shown in Fig. 2 8, the natural rubber used
in the coaxial spring should conform to the following specification:
L
R - (625 or 525) - Al - C - kl - R
where R = compound of natural rubber
6/5 - durometer hardness
2 5 - tensile strength
Al - change in tensile strength
due to aging








KEY TO ELASTOMER COMPOUNDS FOR
ASTM Designation: D 735; S
Compound* for Hree, Inner tube', sponge rubber, Sard rubber, belli, hoi
?repara<5 by SAE- ASTM TECHNICAL COMMir





Tor trppHeotfcm w.Sero >pec/f?c resistance f© tho ocffon of
pflfre'ot/m-iJCM fluids f) rtof required.
a- Compound) of nutural rubber, lynthetle




TABLES II, III, IV
for application) where spoclC.c resistance to th* action of
po'roffjm'baia fluids Is required.
S« Compound) of lynthetle rubber or combina-
tion) thereof, which hove the following re)t)t-
once to )wo!!ing In low aniline point hydro-
carbon f!u!d)i
IA • Very low volume iwell.
50 - Low volume swoll.
SC - Medium volume iwell.
I
TYPE T
TABLES V ond VI
Tor app'trot'ont wiWe specific reilttonce fo the effects of
prcfor.n'd vr.pasuro fo ubnormv) temperatures or compounded
p-ofrcfet/.*?! o'.'r, or both, is required.
T- Compound) of synthetic rubber or rubber-IIVe
material) which hove the following re)lstoncnt
TA - .'Aoxlmum ruslstonco to huat ond cold,
T'J • Oulilondlng roslitonce to heat and oil.
Then tpecWcotlont ore subject fo
EXAR1PLES '
R-615 8, C, FI, D, ef








DUROAAETER HARDNESS TENSILE I
(ASTM Method D 676) (ASTM M i
minlr,
3 — 30 ± 5 05 -'
A — 40 ± 5 ]0-\
5 — 50dz5 ,sA
6 — 60±5 20-
7 — 70 zh 5 25-1
8 — 80 ± 5 * 30-1












Ion will bo nddec! to th!:,
It bocomos available.
FOB DETAILED P.EO'JlftEMENTS SEE SPECIFICATIONS ASTM Dss'inj'Jon: 733, BOO
COPIES Of THIS KEY CHART. MAY BE OBTAINED rP.OM THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
UTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS
Standard: J14
afj, cod insulated wire end cable ore not Included,
DN AUTOMOTIVE RUBBER




































(May bo used i!nfjly or 'n combination)
Those suffix totter;, when appended to the erode number, s'pnlfy tSct
the requirements for which they stend cro to be net. I? no method of test
Is provided, or If no value for the suffix letter requirement Is spccT.ed
In tho tables, agreement as to method of test end required voluo shall be
arronped between the purchaser and "he supplier.
TESTS REQUIRED




Oil Resistance - ASTM OH No. 1
Oil Resistance - ASTM Oil No. 3
Oil Resistance - Hydrocarbon test fluid
Low-Tcmperaturo Brlttleness at —-40 F




Adhesion to Meta! (Bond mode during vuleonlrotlon)






Low-Temperature Stiffness of —40 F
Low-Temperature Stlffnoss at — 67 F
Special Requirements
ASTM
App !cob !o Test MefSod


















ASTM STANDARDS; SA£ HAXD300X. STANDARD JH.
TNQ AV0 MATERIALS, 101! RACE St, PHILADELPHIA 3. PA.






kl - adhesion to metal D-429
R - resilience D-945
The minimum physical requirements for this compound are shown in
Fig. 29 (ASTM-D-735).
Bond. The bond between the case and the rubber and between
the rubber and the shaft could be made during vulcanization. Modern
technology in rubber-to-metal bonding allows shear stresses of 500 psi
and higher. A shear stress of 300 psi will be assumed in the coaxial
spring design.
Steel. The shaft, case and lever arms should be built of low
carbon alloy steel and protected from corrosion by an anti-oxidant
coating such as neoprene or other plastic or paint.
DESIGN EXAMPLE
A fender system for an open type pier should be designed for
the following conditions:
Snip.- Displacement 50,000 DWT




Max. Draft 38 ft
Light Draft 10 ft
Approach velocity, normal





Basic K< luircme;•.ts Requirements Added bySutni Letter*









Set After Com- Yc.-iley
Hardness Strength, tion, H;' U *i *i" 22 hr at pression Load at 20 Resilience
No. ciio, psi mm,
per cent
c o u
• e! eJ C.V ff M












forma-ji£ ^p2 e JOS E mai. tion, min.U o O per cent per cent
R3I0 30 db 3 1000 400 -25 -3S + 10 50 25
JU15 30 ± 5 1500 500 -25 -23 + 10 50 35 70 ±" 10
R320 30 i 5 3000 600 -25 -25 + 10 50 3S 70 d; 10
R325 30 i 5 7500 600 -25 -25 + 10 50 35 70 dr 10
R410 10i5 1000 400 -25 -35 + 10 50 35
•R415 JO dr 5 1500 500 -25 -25 + 7 30 35 100 'i' IS '70
•JU20 40 db 3 2000 500 -25 -25 +7 50 25 ICO rfc 15 75
R425 40 db 5 5500 500 -23 -25 +7 50 2S 100 i 15 SO
R430 40 rt 5 3000 600 -25 -25 +7 50 35 100 rfc 15 SO
R505 50 ± 5 300 300 -25 -35 + 10 50
R503 SO ± 5 SOO 350 -25 -35 + 10 50 ...
•R510 50 ± 3 1030 4CO -25 -33 + 10 50 33 ...
R512 50 db 5 1200 400 -25 -35 + 10 50 35
•R51S SO ± 5 15C0 400 -25 -25 +7 50 35 140 ±' 30 't5
•R520 SO ± 5 3000 5C0 -25 -25 +7 50 25 140 i 20 65
•R5J5 50 db 5 35CO 500 -25 -35 + 7 50 35 140 ± 30 75
R5J0 SO i S JOGO 600 -25 -35 +7 50 35 140 dt 20 75
R535 30 ± 5 3500 600 -35 -25 + 7 50 35 140 i 20 25
RC05 ()£i 500 300 -25 -35 + 10 50
RMS «0=fc 3 !00 300 -35 -35 + 10 50
•K6I0 60 ± 5 1C00 300 —25 -35 + 10 30 '35
R612 «ii 12C0 300 -35 -35 + 10 50 35
•R6!5 60 ± 5 1500 350 -25 -25 + 7 50 25 195 'i' 30 'to
•R620 to dr 5 20OO 4C0 -25 -35 + 7 50 35 195 ~ 30 60
•R625 tO i 5 3500 450 -25 -25 +7 50 35 195 rb 30 70
R4J0 60 i 5 3000 500 -25 -25 + 7 50 35 195 i 30 70
R635 W ± 5 3500 550 -25 -25 + 7 50 35 195 db 30 70
R705 70 ± 3 300 150 -25 -35 + 10 50
R70S 70 dr 5 SCO 150 -25 -35 + 10 50
•RJ10 70 i S 10CO 200 -25 -35 + 10 50 25
R712 70 ± 3 1200 300 -25 -35 + 10 50 25
•R-IS 70 ± 3 1500 350 -25 -23 +7 50 35 300 dV 70 "50
•R720 70 ± 5 3000 300 -25 -25 +7 50 25 300 ± 70 50
R725 70 ± S 3500 ' 300 -25 -23 +7 50 25 3C0 ;b 70 60
R730 70
_-fc J 30CO 400 -25 -23 +7 50 35 300 i 70 •60
R505 SO ± 5 500 100 -25 -35 + 10 50
-
Rsio SO ± S 1000 100 -25 -35 + 10 50 •
.
Rsij S0±! 15C0 150 -15 -25 +7 50 475 i' ICO
RS20 I3±! 2000 200 -25 -25 +7 50 475 db 100
RS2S 10 ;b.5 3500 200 -IS -23 +7 50 475 ± 100
RMS 90 i S 500 75 -35 -35 + 10 50
,
R910 90 ± 3 ICOO ICO -25 -3S + 10 50 ... ..."
1 R91J 90 ± 3 ISOO 12S -25 -25 +7 50 ••".
Fig. 29 PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS OF TYPE R COMPOUNDS, NON





Harbor.- Tidal Range 4 ft
Waves, max. 6 ft
Wave Period 4.5 sec
Wind 40 knots
Current, max. 2 knots
Seismic Effect Zone 3
a) Berthing Energy
EQ = 1/2 M V
2 Cm C e C s C c
EQ = 1/2 (65, 000/32.2 )x 2240 x (0 . 3)
2
- 204, 000 lb-ft
cm - a
+ «J>




' b 2 + k 2
Assume k = 0.2 L, b = 0.3 L
2 v tn o\2
c = 1/ x (0.2)^ = gle




and for open type pier
C = 1.0 =1.00
EQ = 204,000 x 1.72 x 0.31 x 0.9 x 1.0
= 204,000 x 0.48 = 100,000 lb-ft















(b) Ship Striking End of Fender




b) The next step is to find the contact length between the ship
and the fender system. Using the hull drawings of a typical ship, the
contact length at first can be assumed. Then the contact length should
be checked when the spring constant of the fender is known.
In the problem presented, if a contact length of 20 ft is assumed,




/linearft = -i!^~- - 11,100 lb-ft/ft
c) As a first approach, assume a fender deflection (or retraction)
of 12 in. If the lever arm n= 24 in., by geometry
sin = 12/24
Then, 6-30°
and based on the static approach
E = 1/2 T
11, 100 = 1/2 T ( —— )
57.3
T - 2 x 11, 100 x 57.3
30
= 42,400 lb -ft
= 508, 000 lb-in.
d) Assume for the rubber the following characteristics:
Durometer hardness, D 55
Modulus of Rigidity, G 105 psi





The critical stress is present in the bond between the shaft and the
rubber, therefore the internal diameter of the rubber is




508, 000 = 2 tt Rj 2 x 12 x 300
*' 508, 000





Since pipes are manufactured in standard sizes, use a radius Rj = 5.375 in
corresponding to a 10 in., ASA-80 pipe and applying Eq. 70,
30 = 508, 000 , 1 - 1
57.3 4ttx12x105 5.375^ Ro Z
1 1 - 30 x 4 x tt x 12 x 105
"r^
2"















= 4. x 12 x 105 ( j;f/_
'
SJ3$ )
= 940, 490 lb-in.
l j

e) Maximum reaction, R
T = F^ • n (a)
T - k • G (b)
but F n = F sin (p + 9)
and equating (a) and (b)





= ^7 7Z- (84)
n sin (p + G)
The value of the maximum angle of twist, max , is
E = 1/2 k G 2
2 x 11, 100 x 12 cn _
x 57.3V 940,490
= ^0.2832 ' x 57.3
G = 30.5°
and the maximum deflection for 6 = 50°
. d = n (cos 50 - cos 80.5)
= 24 (0.643 - 0.165)
= 11 .48 in.
The maximum reaction Rx max (G = 30.5°, p = 50°) is now
R = 940, 4
90 x 30 .5








x max x 9
= 21,100 x 9
= 189, 900 lb
Assuming that the longitudinal' load (parallel to the pier) is 20%
of the perpendicular load, the total longitudinal load is
R, = 0.2 x 189,900long
= 37,980 lb
f) Checking using dynamic solution
Using the Runge-Kutta method to solve the differential
equation and applying the computer program given in Chapter VI, it
is possible to compute the value of the reaction Rx as a function of
the twist angle, (t) . Additional values, like the angular velocity and
the energy absorbed by the buffer, are printed in the output as shown
on the following pages.
The output was determined for three different values of the initial
angle of the lever arm, [3(45°, 50° and 55°). As can be seen, the
reaction, R , has a small increase when the initial angle, (3, decreases.
The stop time and the deflection (or retraction of the buffer) increase when
the initial angle, (3, increases.
g) Load-deflection curve and time required to stop the ship
Fig. 31 shows the load-deflection curves for the statical
and dynamical solution. The statical curve was plotted according to































































I. 256 3708c 5 200. 3









1.612 4639.7 32 4.2







































16 7 54 8.9 949.5
17 45.0 0.8 50 9.426 10.050 3.008 7926.0 1060.2
















































26 1097 1.2 2242.
27 45.0 1.350 14.154 8.867 4.665 112 7 5.4 2390.
9












30 1215 1.9 2851.6
31 45.0 1.550 15.881 8.399 5.291 12432.6 3009.
8
32 45.0 1.600 16.298 8.232 5.444 12 707.9 3169.9
33 45.0 1.650 16.709 8. 165 5.595 12977.8 3331.9



























38 14 2 51.3 4163.
1
39 45.0 1.950 19.053 7.462 6.469 14 491.5 4332.4
























44 15624.4 518 5.8
45 45.0 2.250 21. 166 6.756 7.279 15837.8 5356.




























51 45.0 2.550 23. 106 6.043 8.020 17 3 0.8 6371.
7
52 45.0 2.600 23.405 5.923 8. 137 17 215.4 6537.




54 45.0 2.700 2 3.98 5 5.6 83 8.36 3 17 5 7 2.7 6866.0






17 745.5 7 02 7.9













58" 18 240.3 7503.3
59 45.0 2.950 2 5.331 5.079 8. 89 1 18 397.6 76 5 7.9
60 45.0 ~3TO'O0 25.582 4.957 8.990"
.
18 5 5 0.9 78 J 0.4
61 4 5.0 3.050 25.827 4.335 9.087 18700.4 796 0.
6












64 1912 6.1 8396.
65 45.0 3.250 2 6.74 5 4.344 9.451 19260.3 8536.6










9.619 19 517.4 8808.2









9.778 19 7 5 9.2 9067.7

























7 A 2 297.0 " 965 8.
8
75 45.0 3.750 2 8.606 3.09 7 10. 196 20393. 9766.4




































2 8 8 9.0 10331. 1














84 21084.9 105 5 8.4
85 45.0 4.250 29.838 1.826 10.692 2114 2.4 10625.6

















































94 : 21484.3 11029.4
95 45.0 4.750 30.430 0.539 10.932 21502.6 110 51.3





























4 9 4.8 3.7






































































2 . 4 94
5631.4 567.7






















7 07 8.2 936.3











20 3.527 8093.9 1260.
5
21 50.0 1.050 10.741 9.221 3.69 6 8420.3 1376.
8
























26 50.0 1.300 '2012.2
27 50.0 1.350 13.419 8,6 30 4.687 1P262..-.1 .214 8.9















31 50.0 1.550 15. 105 8.231 5.323 113 8 8.8 2723.0













35 50.0 1.750 16.71 1 7.827 5.937 i 2 44 2.-7
_
_333_2_._7_












38 1318 8.3 3807.7
39 50.0 1.950 18.235 7.417 6.527 13428.7 3968.6




















































49 50.0 2.450 21.632 6.365 7.883 15620.4 5610.












52 1620 5.7 6102.8


















16 7 5 8.7 658 7.
9
















58 17 2 7 9.6 7062.
59 50.0 2.9 50 24. 593 5.2 69 9. 50 17446.2 7218,2
6 50.0 3.000 2 4.353 5. 157 9. 155 17609.2 7372.0
61 50.0 3.050 25.108 5.044 9. 2 58 17 768.6 7524.














64 1822 5.7 796 8.7
65 50.0 3.250 2 6.072 4.590 9. 649 18370.9 8112.7
66 50.0 3.300 2 6.298 4.475 9. 74 1 18 512.6 8254.
3
67 50.0 3.350 2 6.519 4.360 9. 831 18 6 5 0,6 8393.














70 19 043.3 8795.
7
71 50.0 3.550 2 7.34 5 3. 3 94 10. , 168 19 16 7,0 892 4.
72 50.0 3.600 27.537 3.777 10. 246 19 287.0 9049.9
73 50.0 3.650 27.723 3.6 59 10, , 322 1940 3.4 9172._5_.
74 50.0 3.700 27.903 3.541 10. , 396 19516.2 92 92.
75 50.0 3.750 2 8.07 7 3.423 10,,4 67 19625.2 9408.
76 50.0 3 . 6 .0 2 3.24 5 3.304 10.,536 19 730.6 9521.4
77 50.0 3.850 2 3.407 3. 185 10, 603 19832.
3
9631. 1
78 50.0 3.900 28. 563 3.065 10.,66 7 19930. 9737.
79 50.0 3.950 28.714 2.945 10, , 7 29 20 02 4.
6
9 84 0.0
80 50.0 4.000 2 8.858' 2.825 10.,78 8 2011 5.
1
99 3 9.1
81 50.0 4.050 2 8.99 6 2.7 04 10. . 8 4 5 2020 1.9 100 3 4.
5
82 50.0 4. 100 29. 128 2.583 10. . 899 202 8 5.0 10126.
2
83 50.0 4.150 29.254 2.462 10,,951 20364.2 10214.
1
84 50.0 4.200 29.374 2.340 11
,
,000 2G439.7 10298.
85 50.0 4.2 50 29.488 2.218 11
.
.047 2 511.4 10378.2
86 50.0 4.300 2 9.59 6 2.096 1 1,.092 20579.2 104 54.2
87 50.0 4.350 29.69 8 1.973 11..134 20 64 3. 10526.2
88 50.0 4.400 29.793 1.851 11..173 20703.
5
105 9 4.
89 50.0 4.450 29.883 1.728 1 1..210 20759.
8
106 5 7,
90 50.0 4.500 29.966 1.605 1 1. , 244 20 81 2. 10717.3
91 50.0 4.550 30.043 1.481 11 .276 20861.0 10772.6
92 50.0 4.600 30. 114 1.3 58 11..305 20905.7 10823.
93 50.0 4.650 30. 179 1.2 34 11, 332 20946.6 10870.2











































.439 21 109.8 11057.3




























2 55.0 0.100 1 .04 3 10.3 57 0.360 85 9.6 13.0











16 8 7.7 51 .2





































4 00 2. 30 6. 9




















































19 7070.5 103 5.9
20 55.0 1.000 9.769 9.001 3.535 7 3 8 5.8 1138.9












23 8304.0 1470. 6"
24 55.0 1.200 11 .536 8.673 4.209 8601.2 1588.
3
2 5 55.0 1.250 11 .968 8.590 4.375 8 894.2 1709.4
26 5 5.0 1.300 12.395 8. 5 06 4.540 9182.9 .183 3. 7
27 55.0 1.350 12.819 8.422 4.704 946 7.6 1961.0
28 55.0 1.400 13.238 8.337 4. 86 7 9748.2 2 091 .
29 55.0 1.4 50 13.652 8.251 5.029 10024.9 2224.4
30 55.0 1.500 14.063 8. 165 5. 189 10 2 9 7.7 2360.2























11351.3 2 92 7.2










6 . 2 7 4
11856.2 3.223. 1















39 1258 7.4 367 9.
6
40 55.0 2.000 17.925 7.273 6.718 12 824.3 3834.
















44 55.0 2.200 19. 342 6.900 7.288 13738.2 4465.
1











14 17 5.3 4784.










7.831 14599.4 5106. 1



















54 55.0 2.700 2 2.55 1 5.923 8.591 15 793.9 6069.3





















58 55.0 2.900 2 3.69 5 5.515 9.060 16525i_5_ 6700.7
59 55.0 2.950 2 3.96 8 5.412 9.172 lb 70 0.3 6856. 1
60 55.0 3.000 2 4.2 36 5.307 9.282 16 8 7 1.8 7010.
















64 55.0 3.200 25.255 4.8 85 9.70 3 17524.9 76JL2._.4__
65 55.0 3.250 2 5.49 7 4.777 9.802 17679.9 7758.7
66 55.0 3.300 2 5.733 4.670 9.900 17 831.5.. 7903.1
67 55.0 3.3 50 2 5.964 4.561 9.995 17 979.8 804 5.5
.68 55.0 3.400 26. 189 4.452 1 0.089 18124.6 818 5.8







































































80 5 5.0 4.000 2 8.459 3.102 ].1.031 19 590.6 '9666.4
81 55.0 4 .050 ' 2 8.611 2.986 ] t 1 .094 196S9.
5
977C.0
82 55.0 4.100 28.758 2.870 ]Ll. 155 19 7 3 4.6 9870.3
83 55.0 4.150 2 8.898 2.753 ]Ll .214 19 876.
T
9 967.
84 55.0 4.200 29.033 2.636 ]L1.270 19 96 3.
8
10060.2
•85 55.0 4.250 29. 162 2.519 :11.323 2004 7.7 1014 9.7
86 55.0 4.300 29.285 2.401 :L1.375 2 012 7.9 10235.
87 55.0 4.350 29.402 2.283 :L 1 . 4 2 3 20204.3 10317.
88 55.0 4.400 29. 513 2.164 :L1.470 20276.8 10 39 5. 7
.
89 55.0 4.450 29.618 2.045 ]L1.514 20345.6 10469.9
90 55.0 4.500 29.717 1.-926 [1.555 2041 0.4 10540.2.
91 55.0 : 4.550 29.81
1
1.8 06 Ll .5 94 2047 1.5 106 06.5
92 55.0 4.600 29.898 1 .686 L 1.630 20528.6 1C668.
7
93 5 5.0 A. 650 29.979 1.566 :L1.664 2 5 81.8 10726.
94 55.0 4.700 30.055 1.4 46 Ll .696 20631.2 10780.
95 55.0 4.750 30. 124 1.325 Ll. 725 20 676.6 H)8 3 0.
96 55.0 4.800 30. 187 1.204 L1.751 2071 8.0 10876.
97 55.0 4.850 30.24 4 1.083 L1.775 20755.5 10917.3
98 55.0 4.9 00 30. 29 6 0.962 L1.796 20789.
1
10954.3













































computer program. Both values were selected for an initial angle
P - 50°. As can be seen the two curves fit in one line.
The total time required to stop the ship was 5.1 sec; therefore the
statical solution is adequate in the solution of the problem as was pointed
out in Chapter VI and proved by the load-deflection curves shown in Fig. 31
,
h) Shaft, Case and Lever Arms
v
It is not intended to give a complete design of the shaft, case
and lever arms. 'Only the most important dimensions will be investigated.
The total torque in each device will be (length = 3 ft)
.
T = F x n x L
= 21, 100 x 24 x sin 80.5° x 3
= 1,490,000 lb-in.
If a 10 in. ASA-140 pipe is used,
Re = 5.375 in,
J = 735.6 in. 4
the shear-stress in the pipe due to the torque is
f - T x R_
*V1 ~ e
J
= 1,490,000 x 5.375
735.6
= 10,900 psi
The area of the pipe is 30.63 sq. in. and the shear-stress in the pipe due










and the maximum shear-stress in the pipe is
fmax
= fVl + fV2
= 10,900 + 2080
- 13,000 psi
A steel with Fy = 3 6 ksi can be used (Fv = 14, 500 psi).
The case can be cast in two pieces or built using steel plates.
Fig. 32 shows a possible design.
The lever arms should be made of low carbon steel, minimum
Fy = 42 ksi, and welded to the shaft. The maximum bending stress
at the periphery of the shaft is (f^ = 25, 000 psi).
Mb - 21,100 x 3/2 x (24-5.375)
f =
590,000 lb-in.








= 23.6 in. 3
The minimum section modulus of the lever arm at the periphery
of the shaft should be 23.6 in. 3 . If the longitudinal forces (20% of
perpendicular forces are taken into account.
f =
Mx + Myb Sx Sy
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(b) Steel Case








0.043 = _1_ + 0.2
Sy Sz
and a section that satisfies this relationship should be used.
k) Rubbing strip
In the present problem the tidal range is only 4 ft and fender
piles are not needed. The rubbing surface can be built as a steel
structure with wood rubbing strips.
From the different designs that are possible, one may be a
continuous steel beam attached to the lever arms.
Because the angle between the lever arm and the rubbing surface
changes during retraction, an articulated union should be provided and
coaxial rubber unions (similar to the principal spring) may be used.
1) In article (b), the contact length of the ship was assumed 20 ft.
To find the real contact length the bow curve of the ship should be
compared with the load -deflection curve of the fender system (see
q r
Reeves ). The problem of equating the total energy absorbed by
the fender system can be solved using solutions of beams on elastic
foundations. Since the coaxial tube spring does not have a linear
load-deflection curve, the stiffness factor for each buffer varied
according to the load. To solve this problem, at first, an estimate of
the deflection curve can be made and then using a computer, the final
answer can be determined. This study should be made for different
angles of approach of the ship.
L J

rm) Comparison of different types of fenders
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Fig. 33 shows approximate load-deflection curves for
different types of buffers that could be used in th, f au rje o m e fender system study















a. A comparison of the coaxial tube buffer with the essential and
desirable requirements of a fendering system for general purpose wharfs
as given in Chapter III is as follows.
1. High absorbing capacity for impact energy so as to eliminate
damages to the main structure.
The coaxial tube buffer complied with this requirement as was
shown in the design example in Chapter VII.
2. Appreciable elastic movement so as to eliminate damage to
the berthing vessel.
Using a rubber with a d urometer hardness of 55 the retraction was
11.5 in. which is considered adequate. Varying the durometer hardness
of the rubber is possible to get other deflections if it is desired.
The pressure per linear foot in the ship's hull is 189, 900/20 =
9.490 lb/ft which is less than that recommended by NAVFAC-DM-25,
page 25-1-51 (10, 000 to 15, 000 lb per ft).
3. Adaptability to both wall-sided and belted vessels berthing
alongside.
The steel wale supported by the elastic springs has enough flexural





4. Long serviceable life, low maintenance and least renewal.
The life of the coaxial buffer depends on the life of the rubber.
The life of the natural rubber is very long and because the load is not
permanently applied to the buffer, the expected creep will be very small.
With proper maintenance of the steel parts, the buffer will have
a long life.
5. Minimum capital or annual cost.
The cost of this buffer is very difficult to estimate. The bond-to-
metal process will be the determining factor in the increase in cost.
Of course it will be more expensive than the hung cylindrical
rubber fender but the reaction of this type is 4 to 5 times the reaction
of the coaxial tube fender. If it is compared with other types of- fenders
working in shear like the Raykin fender, the volume of natural rubber
needed for the coaxial tube is less than the rubber needed for the Raykin
fender. Both buffers need rubber-to-metal bond but the bond in the
coaxial tube looks more difficult than the Raykin sandwiches.
If the tidal range is small and fender piles are not needed, the
coaxial tube type has all advantages in cost over the Raykin type because
the Raykin type needs additional devices to support the rubbing surface
which are not needed in the coaxial tube.
6. Capability of absorbing inclined impacts and rubbing forces
to eliminate damage to tendering.





7. Having, together with the main structure, sufficient static
resistance and mass to cause plastic deformation of the ship's hull in
order to save the main structure if hit by an abnormal impact.
The static resistance of the coaxial tube buffer is similar to
other types of buffers. Its mass is relatively small compared with
the mass of the pier.
8. Capability of absorbing work from a bumpering vessel at
exposed berths.
The coaxial tube buffer is not affected by rough seas, therefore can
meet this requirement without any trouble.
9. Avoidance of over rigidity and stiffness.
The reaction of the coaxial tube buffer increases gradually with
the deflection, therefore the movement is gentle.
b. Load-Deflection Curve
The reaction of the coaxial tube buffer is within the values
of the rubber sandwich buffer and is approximately 10% higher than the
buckling column type buffer, as shown in Fig. 33.
c. Theoretical vs . Practical Application
According to theory it is possible to build a buffer using
the coaxial tube principle as was shown in Chapter VII; however, different
values were assumed and other values charged during the manufacturing
process. The only way to get a realistic solution is by building a model
to study its performance in a laboratory.
L ' " ' j
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